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→ SUMMARY

In March 2006, following a two-year period of silence, the European Commission issued a Communication on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), presented as a follow up to the European Multi-Stakeholders Forum (EMSF) on CSR that ended in 2004.

The proposal, drafted by Industry and Enterprise Commissioner Günter Verheugen and heavily influenced by businesses, is geared solely towards improving the competitiveness of the industry instead of addressing how to tackle the negative impacts of business on the environment and society. The communication announces the launch of a new European Alliance for CSR, which aims to bring together European enterprises, but the alliance is purely cosmetic as there are no commitments to CSR standards or principles required whatsoever. This paper outlines the perspective of the European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) on recent CSR policy developments at the EU level. A number of CSR policy recommendations are made to the European Commission:

1. Regulatory measures for corporate accountability;
   - A duty of care for companies and their directors for social and environmental impacts

2. Measures to improve transparency:
   - Mandatory social and environmental reporting
   - Disclosure of payments and lobbying vis-à-vis public authorities and
   - A right to know for consumers and other stakeholders about social and environmental conditions in production processes, products and services

3. Recognition of credible and effective multi-stakeholder initiatives.

4. Better implementation of international approaches with respect to EU based enterprises and commitments made by European governments, in particular the OECD Guidelines.

5. Collate, support and undertake research into the sectoral, geographical and corporate violations of CSR principles as well the effectiveness of CSR initiatives and their actual impact in terms of outcomes and results.

6. Include human rights, social and environmental provisions in investment agreements.

→ Mechanisms of redress and access to justice for those affected by corporate activities
→ Extra territorial application of core labour standards and fundamental Human and environmental rights,
The European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) represents a diverse range of civil society organisations from across Europe. The ECCJ has a vision of a sustainable world in which corporations’ drive for profit is balanced by the interest of society at large and respects, social, human and environmental rights.

The ECCJ is a Europe-wide coalition which includes national level coalitions, such as CORE UK, the Dutch CSR Platform, the French Forum Citoyen pour la RSE, and the German CORA. Through these national level networks as well as international NGOs and Brussels based NGOs, the coalition brings together a wide range of societal concerns (social, human and environmental) from all over Europe. For the purpose of drafting this paper the ECCJ has cooperated closely with the International Secretariat of the Clean Clothes Campaign (CCC) and the OECD Watch network.

On several occasions since the publication of the Commission’s Green Paper on CSR (2001) NGOs, many of which are part of the ECCJ, made or supported concrete proposals to the Commission to:

- set standards for codes and voluntary initiatives;
- expand its mandatory and legislative role regarding public procurement;
- ensure transparency (mandatory public reporting, labelling);
- safeguard consumer interests (penalising companies who provide false information);
- implement extra-territorial application of core labour standards and human rights (allowing national courts to apply norms of international law in transnational litigation)

A number of these initiatives and proposals received the support of the European Parliament in various resolutions. We believe all of these are still valid and deserve serious consideration.
The EU CSR communication presented in March 2006 is the Commission’s answer to the European Multi-Stakeholder Forum (EMSF) on CSR that ended in 2004. The result is dramatic and neglects developments from the international CSR debate from the past 10 years. In the CSR Communication, the Commission has shifted from improving performance to increasing competitiveness. Furthermore, the communication does not present any new policies, but rather reformulates (in weaker terms) the need for cooperation, research, integration in other policy areas.

An array of stakeholders, including Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs), trade unions, and businesses, has spent a considerable amount of time and resources on the multistakeholder forum, which took almost two years to complete. The aim of this exercise was to come to a common understanding among stakeholders and to lay the groundwork for a European framework on CSR.

The NGOs that entered into the process did so because of the urgent need to increase positive and reduce negative impacts of business on society and the environment, and in recognition of the important role the EU could play. A number of substantive recommendations came out of the forum, which would if fully implemented by the relevant actors help to create a significant impact. For that to happen, however, NGOs believe that regulatory measures are needed to complement the many voluntary CSR initiatives that currently only work for the well-intentioned. These could be more effective and be mainstreamed at a much higher pace if supported by clear and fair regulatory measures from the EU.

These NGOs called on the EU to take the lead in the development of an effective European CSR framework. Such a framework should be based on internationally agreed standards and principles such as the OECD Guidelines and ILO Conventions, involve all stakeholders from the early stages of development and include credible provisions for the monitoring and verification of the standards, codes of conducts and other ethical claims.

The publication of the Commission’s response to the EMSF was announced several times, but kept being postponed. It came to be known that DG Enterprise and Industry at the Commission was holding talks with European business representatives, such as UNICE and CSR Europe. A multistakeholder approach, recognised as a core principle of CSR and promoted by the EU in the past, has been abandoned outright. The “European Alliance on CSR” which is presented in the communication, was developed without any involvement of stakeholders other than the business community itself, and presently does not include any other stakeholders.

Why does the Commission give its ‘full support’ to an entity that involves only one party? In the communication, the Commission’s decision to take sides is clearly stated: “The Commission continues to attach importance to dialogue with all stakeholders, but also wishes to give recognition to enterprises as the primary actors in CSR”.

All European businesses are invited to become part of the European Alliance on CSR without any commitments to existing CSR standards and principles. The initiative is therefore perfectly suited to become a major greenwash operation, and thereby poses a great danger to serious CSR initiatives than have been evolving all over the world, in regulatory as well as voluntary spheres.

There is no evidence that the European companies signing up to the Alliance on CSR comply with minimum social and environmental standards like the ILO Conventions and the OECD Guidelines. In fact there are many cases involving some of the most well known European companies in the Alliance that are under scrutiny by civil society organisations for violations of basic human, social and environmental rights. For example: Bayer, BP, Shell and Nestlé are all faced with complaints raised against them at European National Contact Points for alleged violations of the OECD Guidelines.

The credibility of CSR initiatives is highly dependent on a number of basic criteria, such as the level of the standard and commitments, the involvement of stakeholders, transparency requirements, and the quality of the monitoring and independent verification. The European Alliance fails on all these points. However it is allowing companies to use their participation as a public relations tool. In fact, the Commission is not even interested in monitoring if companies involved in the Alliance are actually doing what they have promised to do.
The experience over the past decade with CSR shows that the involvement of relevant stakeholders from the early stages of CSR strategy development is essential for the effectiveness and credibility of CSR. The EU has obviously neglected this experience when drafting the alliance with business representatives.

A leaked letter from UNICE, ‘The voice of business in Europe’, revealed the true face of the European business representatives drafting the Alliance with the Commission. It shows that their only political interest in CSR at EU level is to ensure that EU initiatives or policies have as little impact as possible. The UNICE letter calls the new approach by the Commission a true success for business. Furthermore, the letter says that “a few passages must be interpreted as verbal concessions to other stakeholders, which will however have no real impact”.

The proposal of the Commission to re-convene meetings of the Multistakeholder Forum at regular intervals is one of those verbal concessions. If the starting point and ultimate aim of the business community at the European level is to ensure CSR has no impact then there is no reason for the NGO community to engage in such dialogues.

We ask the EU institutions, as well as the Member States to take a leadership role in Europe and the world, to ensure that European companies live up to the highest expectations, wherever they operate, and to stimulate the convergence of standards and practices of responsible behaviour around the world. In order to regain some credibility, the Commission should ensure that adopted policies are put into practice.

→ RECOMMENDATIONS

We propose the following recommendation to the European Commission for a way forward that contributes significantly to the enhancement of CSR and the respect for fundamental rights and principles and the environment.

1. The ECCJ believes that regulatory measures are necessary to ensure all corporations abide by national and internationally agreed standards, whichever provides the highest standard.

The European Commission should impose legal obligations on European companies to improve their accountability for social, environmental and human rights affected by their operations.

The European Commission should recognize that voluntary CSR initiatives are only credible if effective legal safeguards are put in place to ensure European companies respect minimum internationally agreed social, human and environmental rights within their spheres of influence, wherever they operate.²

The European Commission has stated that it is not going to pursue a regulatory approach to the promotion of CSR. The ECCJ on the contrary, believes that “Although voluntary initiatives can be successful in some cases, regulatory measures are necessary to ensure all corporations abide by national and internationally agreed standards, whichever provides the higher standard.”[Mission Statement]

Many business representatives, including those representing business at EU level argue in line with the Commission that CSR on a voluntary basis is the only way for business to contribute to sustainable development.
However, in recent years, several intergovernmental institutions have recognized the need for regulation in CSR:

- In its 2003 study into CSR and supply chains the World bank concludes that “Government action has the benefit of rationalizing market forces by creating a ‘level playing field’; it spreads costs across the breadth of society, provides a formal and public means of recourse when standards are not met, creates an environment in which other initiatives can be tried and can succeed, and should avoid the lowering of standards.” It concludes that ‘systemic progress will not happen unless governments get involved more vitally’ (World bank 2003: 34)

- In 2003, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reviewed the performance of a range of voluntary initiatives across a range of industry sectors. Given the NGO, governmental and commercial resources that have been put into such initiatives, the report’s conclusions were damning “…there are only a few cases where [voluntary initiatives] have contributed to environmental improvements significantly different from what would have happened anyway. (OECD 2003: 14)

- Achim Steiner, executive director of the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), recently stated that it is the “right time” for governments to introduce mandatory corporate social responsibility (CSR) reporting: “We need to liberate business by providing it with the regulation that it needs to do something differently,” he said at a press conference in Amsterdam. “To set regulatory frameworks is exactly what is needed right now.”

In the communication, the Commission states that CSR can contribute to a number of public policy objectives, such as “greater respect for human rights, environmental protection and core labour standards, especially in developing countries.” Such objectives are outlined in internationally agreed standards and principles such as the ILO core conventions and environmental treaties, and often part of the national law in developing countries. The problem is often a lack of enforcement by the developing country governments. As a result, many CSR initiatives deal with compliance issues of existing legislation, with regard to supply chains of European companies. It is therefore unrealistic to continue to state that CSR deals only with issues above and beyond law, until the social, environmental and human rights conditions in production countries are raised to the legally required standards.

If the Commission wants to contribute to effective multistakeholder dialogue at the European level it should depolarise the debate on voluntary versus mandatory approaches to CSR, and explore voluntary as well as regulatory measures to enhance the contribution of CSR to the respect for human rights, environmental protection, labour standards and poverty reduction.

Such regulatory measures include:

- Duty of care for companies and their directors for social and environmental impacts;

  Directors should not only be accountable to their shareholders for their management policies and the decisions they take but should have a similar legal obligation to respect and promote the environment, human rights and social interests. This will mean that a director will have to consider the consequences to communities, the environment, health and safety of their employees, and shareholders before making a decision. This liability must survive corporate mergers.

- Mechanisms of redress and access to justice for those affected by corporate activities throughout supply chains of European companies wherever they operate.

  The ECCJ wants affected communities outside EU boundaries to be protected under European law and be able to seek compensation, for any human rights or environmental abuses committed by European companies or their overseas subsidiaries or associates. If affected communities are unable to claim compensation from European companies in their own country, they should have access to justice in home country courts of EU Member States.

- Extra-territorial application of core labour standards and fundamental human and environmental rights

  European companies should be legally bound to respect and comply with basic internationally agreed standards and principles as laid down in the ILO core convention, the European Declaration on Human Rights and other European law. These rules should apply to the worldwide operations of European companies including in third countries.
2. The ECCJ considers high and consistent levels of transparency of European business activities and products a prerequisite for effective and credible CSR.

Mandatory social and environmental reporting is needed to ensure such transparency by all European companies.

By law, companies will have to submit an annual societal report on the social and environmental impact of their past activities. In concrete terms, companies will report their impacts on Human Rights, Society and the Environment to inform stakeholders.

- The report should as a minimum contain:
  - Reporting on social and environmental impacts
  - Reporting on the status of industrial relations and on the implementation of collective agreements
  - Disclosure of subsidies received from the European Union and the Member States
  - Disclosure of lobbying activities, in particular the amount of money spent on lobbying purposes as well as the names and functions of the people who were targets of lobbying,
  - Comprehensive points of sale information about products and services
  - Reporting of consultation with (local) stakeholders
  - Supply chain data, including the number of suppliers, CSR policies, supply chain management and monitoring systems, non-compliance found and corrective actions taken

Apart from a reporting requirement for companies, consumers and other stakeholders should have a ‘right to know’ about the production process, products and services and the social and environmental conditions under which these are produced and marketed.

3. The European Commission should recognise and encourage credible and effective multistakeholder initiatives at sectoral and Europe-wide level, based on internationally agreed CSR standards and guidelines and operational CSR principles.

The Commission needs to create a regulatory environment in order to ensure that CSR practices effectively pay, that the ‘best in the class’ are rewarded. At the same time the Commission must legislate against the laggards and not only support the leaders. Corporate Accountability initiatives can only be effective and credible if they include mechanisms for independent monitoring and verification.

The measures proposed by the Commission to promote CSR on a voluntary basis are highly inadequate to promote effective CSR initiatives. While the Commission recognises that “involving stakeholders enhances the effectiveness of CSR initiatives”, organising regular review meetings of the Multistakeholder Forum and supporting CSR initiatives by stakeholders is not enough. The Multistakeholder Forum has shown that there are a number of fundamental differences of opinion between business and non-business actors that need to be overcome. The Commission should take leadership in this debate, and recognise and encourage credible and effective multistakeholder initiatives at the European level, so that a common understanding is developed of what constitutes effective and credible CSR initiatives.

The Commission should therefore, together with stakeholders, identify key criteria for effective and credible multistakeholder initiatives, such as:

- They should be based on instruments adopted at the international level, such as the ILO Conventions and OECD Guidelines;
- NGOs and trade unions, including from developing countries should be represented in the governance structure of the initiatives;
- They should have clear procedures concerning implementation, encourage continuous improvement and recognise responsibility throughout the supply chain;
- They should be transparent, accessible and independent verification should be part of the initiatives implementation procedures;
- They should include mechanisms that ensure small farmers and producers are not excluded from the supply chain due to burdensome administrative requirements which they cannot meet;
- They should strive towards harmonisation with related existing codes and certification methods;
- They should take into account the costs of compliance (certification/audit costs as well as costs for improvements) and include mechanisms to ensure that these costs are equally shared throughout the supply chain;
- They should include mechanisms to ensure pricing and purchasing practices allow the necessary social and environmental costs to be paid throughout the supply chain.
When CSR initiatives are benchmarked on the basis of such basic principles, the Commission should then recognise such initiatives thereby providing greater legitimacy to those initiatives that genuinely work towards the improvement of social, environmental and human rights conditions. Official recognition of effective and credible multistakeholder initiatives can be used for guiding public procurement decisions, market access preferences and other incentives (e.g. financial or tax measures) to mainstream and upscale their scope and thereby their impact.

Examples of effective and credible multistakeholder initiatives can be identified within Europe and elsewhere, such as the UK-based Ethical Trading Initiative and the Dutch Fair Wear Foundation, but a Europe-wide approach on the sectoral level is often lacking. The Commission should therefore play a role in upscaling such initiatives. It should also analyse sectors were initiatives have not fully been developed yet to support and facilitate the development of them in these sectors, like for example the electronics sector.

4. The European Commission should advance global action on responsible business practices and better implement international approaches with respect to EU-based enterprises.

If the Commission really wants to make Europe a ‘pole of excellence on CSR’ they should at least be on top of the debate. The assumptions underlying the communication are outdated, and not held by the leading companies or other stakeholders: In a 2006 briefing paper put out by the special rapporteur to the UN John Ruggie on CSR in supply chains confirms “there is considerable agreement about barriers to compliance and communalities of non-compliance, but no agreement on solutions except for a “unanimous call for more responsible local government action” (Harvard University/FES 2006: 16). Ruggie’s briefing paper also concludes, “the end game will be harmonisation of codes concurrent with stronger national and international law” (Harvard/FES 2006: 40).

The European Commission should support the development of international labour, human and environmental norms and principles. The existing guidelines and instruments, such as the OECD Guidelines and the ILO core conventions have proven to be insufficient to curb corporate malpractices on a large scale, and the European Commission should therefore support the development of additional regulatory instruments at the international level, notably at the UN level. The UN Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights form a good basis for the development of an internationally accountability instrument at UN level.

At the same time, the European Commission should strengthen the implementation of EU and Member States’ allegedly preferred CSR instrument – the OECD Guidelines. So far, there is no evidence to suggest that the OECD Guidelines have helped to reduce the number of conflicts between local communities, civil society groups and multinational companies on a large scale.
The lack of sanctions has prevented the instrument from being a deterrent for companies to change their behaviour.

Therefore, the OECD Guidelines should be made more binding on European companies by linking them to government support and subsidies, by clear implementation mechanisms and by strengthening the mandate of the National Contact Points (NCPs) for the OECD Guidelines to research and investigate complaints and make authoritative statements including effective sanction mechanisms. At a minimum, compliance to the OECD Guidelines should be a prerequisite for European companies seeking export credit guarantees, EU and Member State subsidies and public procurement contracts.

While most EU member states have set up an NCP, there is still a large divergence in implementation of the OECD Guidelines, both in terms of institutional set up, procedures and the manner in which recurring issues in specific instances are handled. This was the conclusion of the UN Secretary-General’s Special Representative on human rights and transnational corporations in his February 2006 Interim Report, which stated that the “performance of NCPs is very uneven, especially when it comes to human rights. More uniform practices and greater public accountability would enhance the NCPs’ currently modest contribution”.

The European Commission should play a much more vigorous role in ensuring harmonisation of the implementation of the OECD Guidelines by European NCPs. The Commission should therefore analyse and compare the functioning of European NCPs and their effectiveness, and on the basis of that develop a model for European NCPs to ensure a level playing field for European businesses as well as other stakeholders in the implementation of the OECD Guidelines. In the UK and the Netherlands, recent evaluations and consultations have led to proposals to improve the effectiveness of the instrument and the NCPs, and a more independent positioning of the NCP to ensure an independent assessment of alleged breaches. These examples should form the basis of a Europe-wide effort to improve the implementation of the OECD Guidelines at the Member State level.

With respect to the OECD Guidelines, the Commission should furthermore propose to extend the scope of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises from investment to trade.  

5.
The European Commission should collate, support and undertake research into the sectoral, geographical and corporate violations of CSR principles as well the effectiveness of CSR initiatives and their actual impact in terms of outcomes and results.

A positive point in the communication is the mentioning of the need for research into the effectiveness of CSR in reaching social and environmental objectives, among others. However, the communication lacks concrete research areas that need to be covered in order to gather such information.

Research into the impact of current initiatives is essential and should include both the quality as well as the quantity of them. The quality of CSR initiatives includes the level of the standards and principles that the initiative aims or strives to comply with, as well as the inclusiveness and acceptance by stakeholders, and whether the initiatives brings meaningful and structural improvements on the ground. Research into the quantity should include research into the scope and market coverage of CSR initiatives, and lead to recommendations for up-scaling and mainstreaming them. Also research into harmonisation of standards is desirable.

There is a large amount of information on sectoral and geographical violations of CSR principles like the OECD Guidelines and the ILO labour rights. It would however be very useful if the EU would publish an authoritative ‘Annual State of CSR’ every year, combining existing information and newly to be commissioned research brought together in one comprehensive document. The EU should commission such a document to a well respected independent group of experts and researchers which should both collate existing information, describe new trends, set an agenda for research into new areas and topics and come up with recommendations.

The Commission should also investigate and identify sectors and companies which continuously and/or persistently violate internationally accepted standards and principles (OECD Guidelines, ILO Conventions, Rio Principles) on a large scale in any part of the production and supply chain and publish such a list.
Another important area of research was identified in the 2004 report of the EU Multistakeholder Forum, on “improved understanding of global supply chain issues and responsibilities, including how purchasing practices impact suppliers and their communities. There should be particular attention to the involvement and contribution of SMEs, and notably those in the South”.

6. The European Commission should reach co-operation agreements with developing countries to research, monitor and help to remediate social, human and environmental problems in operations and supply chain of EU-based companies in third countries, starting with countries where EU-based companies are most economically active.

Companies that are based in the European Union and are operating in third countries are expected to abide by the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, including in their supply chain wherever they operate. However, there is ample evidence that European companies that are involved in human, labour and environmental rights violations, especially in sectors that shown endemic problems like oil and mining, the production of consumer products and export oriented agricultural production.

We urge the European Union to come to an agreement with developing countries on research, monitoring and corrective action programmes in the operations and supply chain of EU-based companies in developing countries.

We particularly refer to the report adopted by the Employment and Social Affairs Committee on the application of Directive 96/7/EC on the posting of workers (2006/2038(INI)). Paragraph 28 calls on the Commission to regulate joint and several liability for general or principal undertakings, in order to deal with abuses in the subcontracting and outsourcing of cross-border workers.

7. The European Commission should include human rights and social and environmental provisions in investment agreements in order to ensure that developing country governments retain a right to regulate and control investments that do not contribute to the wider goal of sustainable development and do not respect fundamental rights.

The European Commission and its Member States should commit themselves in Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) and Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) to make their corporations respect international labour, human rights and environmental standards. Provisions in bilateral, regional or multilateral agreements include:

- Reservation of regulatory powers on issues of social and environmental responsibility;
- Inclusion of an article that allows countries to adopt laws and measures that protect human rights and the environment (see WTO Article XX of GATT 1994);
- Inclusion of binding articles on compliance to internationally agreed CSR standards and principles, such as the OECD Guidelines, ILO Tripartite Declaration and Rio Principle.
FOOTNOTES


2 See recommendation in EP Report on the exploitation of children in developing countries, with a special focus on child labour (2005/2004(INI)), Committee on Development Rapporteur: Manolis Mavrommatis, 15-06-2005, paragraph 46: “Recommends that the Commission investigate the creation of appropriate EU-level legal safeguards and mechanisms which identify and prosecute EU-based importers who import products which allow the violation of the core ILO conventions, including the use of child labour, in any part of the supply chain; therefore requests the Commission to explore the possibility of creating incentives for EU importers who carry out regular and independent monitoring of the manufacture of their products in all third countries forming part of the production chain”

3 Speech Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) conference, Amsterdam 5-7th October 2006


5 “...the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are the most comprehensive, internationally endorsed set of rules governing the activities of multinationals. In promoting CSR in developing countries, EU businesses should demonstrate and publicise their world wide adherence to them.” From: The European Commission’s Communication concerning Corporate Social Responsibility: A business contribution to Sustainable Development COM (2002) 347 final

6 As also proposed in the EP Report on the exploitation of children in developing countries, with a special focus on child labour (2005/2004(INI)), Committee on Development Rapporteur: Manolis Mavrommatis, 15-06-2005,


WHO ARE WE?

ECCJ members include:

CORA (Corporate Accountability, netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung) - Germany
Human rights organisations, trade unions, development organisations and church organisations, consumers’ associations and environment associations as well as other civil society organisations centred on socio-political issues work together in the CorA Network. We collaborate within various fields to promote corporate accountability directed towards the public good, and use a variety of instruments and approaches to achieve this goal. www.cora-netz.de

CORE (The Corporate Responsibility Coalition) – United Kingdom
The Corporate Responsibility (CORE) Coalition, represents over 130 charities and campaigning organisations such as Amnesty International UK, Friends of the Earth, Christian Aid and War on Want, faith-based groups like Christian Ecology Link, community organisations such as the National Federation of Women’s Institutes, unions such as AMICUS, GMB, UNISON and TGWU, businesses such as Unity Trust Bank, academic institutions like the University of Dundee and elected representatives - local councillors, members of the UK Parliaments and Assemblies and Members of the European Parliament. www.corporate-responsibility.org

Dutch MVO Platform – Hosted at SOMO
The Dutch CSR Platform, a coalition of more than 35 NGOs and trade unions, including consumer rights, human rights and labour rights organizations, environmental NGOs, fair trade movement, and development NGOs. www.mvo-platform.nl

Environmental Law Service – Czech Republic
The Environmental Law Service is a non-governmental, non-profit and non-political public interest law organisation that gathers together lawyers and law students. www.eps.cz

Fair Trade Center Sweden
Fair Trade Center works for a just international commerce system. FTE wants to show that you influence conditions in the places where goods are produced by how you shop. www.fairtradecenter.se
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**Finwatch - Finland**
FinWatch was established to monitor companies and find out whether the deeds of Finnish companies in the South correspond to their words here. [www.finnwatch.org](http://www.finnwatch.org)

**Forum Citoyen pour la Responsabilité Sociale - France**
The forum regroups human rights, development, environmental and labour rights organizations such as CCFD, Amis de la Terre, Amnesty International Section Française, Greenpeace. It has two objectives; to favour the development of common position by its members in the aim of promoting national, European and international CSR frameworks and to develop an common resource centre that will help develop instruments and a space for independent evaluation of practices. [www.forumcitoyenpourlarse.org](http://www.forumcitoyenpourlarse.org)

**Forum for Environment and Development (ForUM) - Norway**
ForUM is a network of more than 50 non-government organisations that focus on environment and development. [www.forumfor.no](http://www.forumfor.no)

**Friends of the Earth Europe**
The largest grassroots environmental network in Europe campaigning for sustainable solutions to benefit the planet, people and our common future. FoE Europe influences European and EU policy and raises public awareness by providing institutions, media and the public with regular information via campaigns, publications and events. [www.foeeurope.org](http://www.foeeurope.org)

**Irish Congress of Trade Unions**
Congress is the largest civil society organisation on the island, representing and campaigning on behalf of some 770,000 working people. [www.ictu.ie](http://www.ictu.ie)

**Karat Coalition - Poland**
KARAT is a regional coalition of organizations and individuals that works to ensure gender equality in the CEE/CIS countries, monitors the implementation of international agreements and lobbies for the needs and concerns of women in the region at all levels of decision-making fora. [www.karat.org](http://www.karat.org)

**The Macedonian Center for International Cooperation**
The Macedonian Center for International Cooperation (MCIC) is a civic society organization that operates in the domain of sustainable development, awareness raising and social – humanitarian (basic) assistance. [www.mcms.org.mk](http://www.mcms.org.mk)

**Manitese [a Italian non governmental development organisation www.manitese.it]**
is representing the Italian campaign “Meno Beneficenza, piu diritti”, whose aim is to promote a regulatory framework at European and Italian levels, guaranteeing socially responsible behaviour of enterprises worldwide. Arci, Amnesty International, Azione Aiuto, Legambiente, Coordinamento Lombardo Nord Sud, CTM Altromercato, Libera, Cittadinanza attiva, Banca Etica, Unimondo, Roba dell’altro mondo, Save the children, Transfair Italia, Beati i costruttori di pace and Mani tese are supporting this campaign. [www.piudiritti.it](http://www.piudiritti.it)

**Observatorio de RSC - Spain**
Observatorio de RSC is an independent civil society coalition dedicated to promote the correct interpretation and implementation of CSR policies, maintaining dialogue with the private and public sector, researching and awareness building. [www.observatoriorsc.org](http://www.observatoriorsc.org)

**Pro Natura - Switzerland**
Form Pro Natura is a private non-profit organization. It’s the largest conservation organization in Switzerland. Pro Natura stands for a sustainable policy in all nature-related fields. [www.pronatura.ch](http://www.pronatura.ch)

**Research Group for an Alternative Economic Strategy – GRESEA - Belgium**
Gresea is a Brussels-based research centre with NGO status, founded by members of trade Unions, development NGOs, the academic community and international organisations. Main areas of focus include counter-economics, corporate accountability and monitoring of transnational companies. [www.gresea.be](http://www.gresea.be)

**SwedWatch**
SwedWatch was founded in 2003 and is an association of five member organizations: the Swedish Nature Conservation Society, UBV/Latin America, Fair Trade Center and Friends of the Earth. We make sure that Swedish companies take respect of mankind and the environment in their work abroad. [www.swedwatch.org](http://www.swedwatch.org)

**World Solidarity Movement [Wereldsolidariteit/ Solidarité Mondiale] - Belgium**
WMS is the non-governmental organisation of the Belgian Christian Workers’ Movement. WSM defends the rights of men, women and children in the third world. WSM fights for those who are exploited, underpaid and whose rights are continuously violated. [www.wsm.be](http://www.wsm.be)
The European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) represents a diverse range of civil society organisations from across Europe. The ECCJ has a vision of a sustainable world in which corporations' drive for profit is balanced by the interest of society at large and respects social, human and environmental rights.

For more information about the European Coalition for Corporate Justice:

ECCJ Secretariat
c/o Friends of the Earth Europe
Rue Blanche 15
B-1050 Brussels
Phone number: + 32 (0)2 542 01 87
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